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The 3 Step Astrology Formula 

That Will Quickly Improve  

and Transform Any 

Relationship, GUARANTEED. 
 

 

 

By Zackery Davis 
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Of all the things that Astrology can do for you, one of the most amazing is that it 

can give you incredible insights into the 

people in your life.  

And you can use those insights to 

significantly improve and transform your 

relationships, if you know how.  

The problem is that Astrology can get really 

complicated really fast.  

And Astrologers use all kinds of weird 

language and terms that makes it confusing.  

In this report, I’m going to show you a simple, 

easy-to-do method for using Astrology to significantly improve any relationship 

you wish.  

This system will give you a reliable way to transform any relationship quickly.   

There are two keys to making it work:  

1. One of the most important secrets I can give you to this 3-step Astrology 

Formula is to make sure you do ALL 3 parts of it.  Doing just one or two 

parts of it won’t create the desired effects. It really is a system, and in a 

system all the parts have to be ‘up and running’ for it to work.  

 

2. The other key is to do step 3, the communication patterns, consistently over 

a few weeks.  Give them time to take effect. Then you will begin to notice 

very definite positive changes in your relationship.  

 

Ok, let’s get started!  
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Step #1: Avoid The Fluff - Learn The Sign 

The big mistake most people make when 

they want to use Astrology is that they 

scroll the internet and end up with lots of 

little tidbits.  

This seems to be especially true when it 

comes to learning about compatibility 

with another person. 

The result is usually a mish-mosh of information, some of which can be a little 

useful, most of which is amusing but useless.  

So instead of cruising around the internet getting a little here and a little there, I 

highly recommend using the proven process I’m about to show you.  

And the first step is to avoid scattering your energies as I’ve described above, and 

instead – LEARN THE SIGN.  

Learn the sign means to know what sign the person is, and then spend a some 

blocks of time learning specific things about their particular sign.  

The things I’m about to suggest are the things you can learn about a sign that will 

be the most useful when it comes to improving your relationship and 

communication with that person.  They’re also the quickest and easiest things to 

learn.  

So what should you focus on when you want to learn a sign?   

I suggest that you focus on these 3 specific things:  

1. The Personality Traits of the sign 

2. The Strengths of the sign 

3. The Weaknesses of the sign 
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Yes, things like The Ruling Planet, The Angles 

(Aspects), The Quality, The Element, and The 

House can add further insight. But for now, 

fixate on the 3 things I have listed above.  

This focus will be enormously useful as you’ll 

see.  

The personality traits of a sign are easy to obtain. It’s important that you make a 

list of them and don’t try to remember them.  

I recommend you also list the strengths and weaknesses that are attributed to the 

particular Zodiac sign.  

In fact, I recommend you write down all this information in one place, so you can 

easily review it from time to time.  A dedicated journal or notebook is a great idea. 

Here is a page on our website that gives the strengths and weaknesses of all 12 

signs of the Zodiac, plus all this information in one quick snapshot for you:  

 

https://zodiacsignsandhoroscope.com/zodiac-signs 

 

Ok, so you’ve stopped flittering around the internet in a scattered way.  

And, you’ve identified their sign, and you’ve written down the main personality 

traits, strengths and weaknesses of the sign.  

It is important to remember at this point that, according to Astrology, these traits, 

strengths, and weaknesses are built in to the person’s personality and that’s that.  

There will be variations depending upon other factors, especially the position and 

angles of the planets in relation to each other, but essentially, these things are 

locked in.  

 

https://zodiacsignsandhoroscope.com/zodiac-signs
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Here’s a quick example:  

Pisces 

 

Born:  February 19 to March 20 

 

Ruling Planet: Neptune 

 

Element: Water 

 

Quality: Mutable 

 

 

Strengths: Intuition, Psychic Ability, Creativity, Compassion, Vision. 

 

Weaknesses:  Unrealistic, Escape, Easily Influenced, Gullible, Charming.  

 

Personality Traits: Idealistic, dreamer, visionary, intuitive, compassionate, kind, 

trusting, charisma, persuasiveness, compassionate, caring, psychic ability, 

prescience, escapism.  

Please put all your notes in one place and have all this information written down.  

It will make doing this Formula much easier. It’s important that you don’t try to 

trust it all to memory.  

Congratulations! Most people never take the time to do this.  

You now have a LOT of really valuable and focused information, all in one place, 

about someone who is important to you in some way.   

So the question is . . . what do you do with all this information?  
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Step #2:  Identify The Sign’s “Value Drivers”  

You could spend years on the 

internet, reading about Astrology 

and people’s signs, and never learn 

what I’m about to show you.  

And THIS is what makes all that 

information powerful and useful.  

Each sign of the Zodiac has what I call “Value Drivers”.  

These are unconscious aspects about the person’s identity. They’re the things that 

are most important to them and are ingrained in their personality. Most people are 

not conscious or are semi-conscious of their own Value Drivers.  

In fact, one of the most wonderful things Astrology can do for you, and I do for 

people in my Intuitive Coaching Sessions, is to reveal to you your Own Value 

Drivers, so you’re more conscious of them – and can get them met more often. 

Value Drivers are valuable because they have a profound impact when it comes to 

communication, and feelings in a relationship.   

Once you learn what the value drivers are, and how to use them, you can take a 

relationship that Astrologers say is ‘less compatible’ and turn it into a dream-

relationship.  I have done this with several people, and shown others how to do it.  

This takes a little bit of intuition as the Value Drivers are almost never listed 

outright. Here’s a quick run-down on how to do it.  

To identify the Value Drivers of a sign:  

 Read over the 3 things you’ve learned about them 

 Ask yourself what’s most important to this person 

 Write down 3-7 things  

Remember, you’re looking for VALUES, nothing else; what they cannot help but 

hold as most dear and sacred.  
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Here’s a quick example using Pisces again:  

When you read the description of Pisces online at my website and at other sources, 

they’re almost always described as sensitive, idealistic dreamers. And their 

weaknesses include the need for escape.   

So what would they especially value?  

 

You may need to ruminate on this a while, and then it can suddenly come to you.  

Be sure to give yourself a little time, and you’ll get the clarity you need.   

Pisces Values:   

 Feelings and compassion  

 Intuitions 

 Their visions, goals, and dreams 

 Their play time (where they renew)  

 

This is a short list, but extremely powerful if you know how to use it.  These are 

their Value Drivers. 

The idea is to go from the general overview and description of the sign to a 

specific bullet pointed list as I did in the Pisces example above.  Hone it all down 

to a handful of CORE values.  

Ok, hang in there because you’re almost done.  

As I mentioned in the title of this free report, this really is a 3-step system or 

‘formula’.  That means that nothing you’ve done so far will amount to much, 

unless you ‘activate’ it all with the 3
rd

 step.  

The 3
rd

 step is to communicate to the person in certain specific ways using what 

you have learned.  
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Step #3: Communicate With Them This Way  

 

This is where it all gets very interesting.  This is the 

step that activates the information you’ve gathered 

and integrates it directly into the relationship.  

You do that by communicating in some very specific 

ways.  

You may need to stay conscious of these new 

patterns over the next few weeks, so you remember 

to do them. Once you’ve done that, they will likely 

become more natural and form into effortless habits.  

 

Begin communicating in very specific ways for each Value Driver. It is important 

to be genuine in your communications.  Do NOT try to fake it.  

And also be sure NOT to do certain things in relation to their Value Drivers.  

What you will actually be doing is aligning your communication and interactions 

with them so that you express validation and honor for their Value Drivers, while 

never doing anything that violates them (from their point of view).  

It’s VERY important that you be aware of your language as you do this for the first 

few weeks. Make sure your language expresses the CONSISTENTLY points, and 

never gives expression to the NEVER points.  

Here’s an example with Pisces:  

Pisces Values:   

 Feelings and compassion  

 Intuitions 

 Their visions, goals, and dreams 

 Their play time (where they renew)  
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Feelings and Compassion 

CONSISTENTLY 

Validate their feelings by listening to them. Show compassion in every way you 

can. Especially be kind to others.  Allow them to keep certain feelings private and 

secret if they need to. This is another way to honor their feelings. Ask how they 

feel but not too frequently.  Make their feelings more important to you than you 

might with regard to other people.  Be positive, supportive, and loyal, to create an 

abundance of good feelings. Pisces will bond with you deeply if you do this 

consistently and sincerely.  

 

NEVER 

Criticize, invalidate their feelings, make their feelings wrong, or be harsh to others 

in their presence.  Don’t hold back your feelings as that shows a lack of trust to 

Pisces.  Never try to trick or out maneuver them for gain.   

 

Intuitions  

CONSISTENTLY 

Honor Pisces intuitions by genuinely respecting them and considering them 

prescient and valuable.  Pisces are highly psychic. If they have an intuition or 

hunch, consider it important.  Many times they will be right about the future.  

NEVER 

Raise an eyebrow, show skepticism, or invalidate Pisces hunches or intuition or 

feelings.  

 

Their Visions, Dreams, & Goals 

CONSISTENTLY 

Value these things. Pisces has BIG visions and BIG dreams.  Always consider that 

they could come true, even if they don’t seem realistic at the time. Help them put 

foundations underneath their dreams and you’ll have a friend for life. Remember 

Einstein and Steve Jobs were both Pisces.  People who thought they were just idle 

impractical dreamers (before their dreams were realized) invalidated them.  
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NEVER 

Criticize or demean Pisces BIG dreams. You may never be able to rebuild the 

relationship if you do.  Dismiss their goals or be unsupportive or unresponsive if 

they ask for help.  

 

Their Wasted and Play Time 

CONSISTENTLY 

Allow them down time and what may appear as harmless fun. Pisces needs this to 

renew from their BIG dreaming.  Help them make their down time harmless if it 

turns to too much alcohol, drugs, or destructive habits.  Join in, and be swept away 

in their multi-varied interests.   

Help them get away from problems with outside trips to museums, bistros, and 

anything artistic and creative.  This is a very powerful way to show you value their 

down time.  Give them time to renew.  

NEVER 

Criticize, or underestimate the importance of their renewal time.  Don’t ever 

consider it trivial or wasted. Einstein was known for sleeping 10 hours a day.  He 

was a long sleeper.   

 

 

This should give you an idea of how to proceed with any sign of the Zodiac.  

If you keep up these specific patterns for a few weeks, you’ll notice a very definite 

shift in the relationship and in their responses to you.  

You will also likely form a deeper-than-normal bond with the person you are 

focused on.   
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There’s Much More . . .  

This 3-Step Astrology 

Formula can be taken much 

further.   

This is the core of it, however, 

some amazing things can 

happen if you also use certain specific communication Patterns  

For example, using certain language and meta-program patterns can help you 

communicate in ways that make you and your ideas almost irresistible to any sign. 

I won’t go into detail about here, except to say that these patterns truly take this to 

an even more amazing level.   

We have much more info at our website including 1 on 1 Intuitive Coaching 

Sessions devoted to giving you insights for using Astrology to improve and 

transform your relationships.  

 

Quick Summary 

The 3-step Astrology Formula I created consists of these simple steps:  

1. List the traits, strengths, and weaknesses of a person’s sign. 

2. Use them to determine the person’s deep down inherent values. 

3. Communicate to them in specific ways using this information. 

Plus 

 You can use the houses, quality, element, ruling planet etc. to gain even 

more information about the person’s unconscious patterns.   

 There are a special set of communication patterns that give you even more 

influence upon the relationship.  

I hope you enjoyed reading this free report and got a LOT out of it!  
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Get An Intuitive Coaching Session 

If you would like to experience a 1 on 1 intuitive 

coaching session with me, I can give you many 

more insights about any person you know along 

with specific ways to communicate to them to 

improve, enhance, and positively transform your 

relationship.  

Here are some links to pages on my website: ZodiacSignsAndHoroscope.com.  

About Us 

About Intuitive Coaching  

Book A Session  

All 12 Sun Signs and The 5 Things To Know   

Compatibility Insights For All 12 Zodiac Signs 

https://zodiacsignsandhoroscope.com/about-us
https://zodiacsignsandhoroscope.com/intuitive-coaching
https://zodiacsignsandhoroscope.com/book-a-session
https://zodiacsignsandhoroscope.com/zodiac-signs
https://zodiacsignsandhoroscope.com/compatibility

